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PrimoChill True Opaque
(8oz) *NEW VERSION* -

Yellow

$29.95

Product Images

Short Description

Opaque True is a long-awaited astounding breakthrough in showcase coolant. The solid vibrant color will set
the edge on your next build and provide stunning pictures of sheer beauty to be appreciated by all. Opaque
is classified as a showcase style coolant but performance is comparable to any of its transparent
counterparts..

Description

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Opaque True is a long-awaited astounding breakthrough in showcase coolant. The solid vibrant color will set
the edge on your next build and provide stunning pictures of sheer beauty to be appreciated by all. Opaque
is classified as a showcase style coolant but performance is comparable to any of its transparent
counterparts..

This is a translucent fluid that will allow very little light to pass through.

Features

Repeatable chemistry for True colors every time.
Ready to mix with DI water and add to your system.
Safe on all plastics, rubbers, miscellaneous gasket materials, and acrylic.
Water-based pre-mix concentrate solution.
Cleanest coolant formulation in the water cooling industry.
Preservative and APE free.
Contains special inhibiting ingredients.

Specifications

Bottle Size: 8 fluid ounces
Shelf Life: 2 years (from purchase date, unopened)
Mix Ratio: 1 gallon of DI Water*
*Deionized water (sold separately) offers low conductivity. Distilled is also acceptable, but will result in
a more conductive coolant.

Parts Included

PrimoChill True - 8oz (makes 1 gallon of coolant)
PrimoPrep - 2oz (makes 32oz+)

Compatibility

Do not mix ANY additional additives, coolants or silver coils, or different colors of True. This will change
the formulation of True causing undesirable results.

The use of this product with aluminum components (such as aluminum constructed radiators) is
STRONGLY DISCOURAGED and will void the warranty. PrimoChill will not support or replace fluids used
with an aluminum radiator

FOR FILLING/PREP INSTRUCTIONS AND FULL COMPATIBILITY LISTS PLEASE
VISIT https://keepingit.cool/true-opaque
Not responsible for any hardware damage. Use it at your own risk.

https://keepingit.cool/true-opaque
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Additional Information

Brand Primochill

SKU PC-T8O-Y

Weight 1.5000

Color Yellow

Fluid Type Concentrate

Volume 8 oz


